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Dressage Webinars -

A Huge Success

Our recent series of free dressage webinars was well

received by members and non-members alike. During

lockdown, we wanted to ensure that you could keep on

furthering your dressage knowledge with the help of

some of our Vybrant experts; Niall Quirk, Sarah Arnot,

Elena Jankowitz, Sue Horne, and Caroline Potts. 

 

Topics ranged from coaching development to riding a

better test, and we saw loads of enthusiastic dressage

riders and trainers tune in each evening to take part.

 

Have some ideas about what you want to see in future

webinars? Email admin@vybrant.com with your

suggestions!
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Feedback From The
Niall Quirk
Attendees

“Thank you, Vybrant Dressage
and all organizers and
contributors. Was brilliant, look
forward to all the others.”
 
“Thank you Vybrant, learnt a lot
and very inspiring…”
 
“Thank you very much for starting
this initiative and sharing your
knowledge with us”
 
“Thank you Vybrant for a very
informative and helpful webinar!!!
Looking forward to riding my
horses tomorrow with some great
motivation and tips to look back
on!”
 
“Lovely Presentation! Thank you!”
 
“Thank you all, looking forward to
the rest”
 
“Thank you that was very
informative”
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The first of a the six-part series saw 34 Vybrant members

and 52 non- members join online to learn more about the

correct way of going presented by USA coach Niall Quirk. 

 

The presentation covered the different ways of going, the

training scale. Informative images were used to

demonstrate the correct and incorrect way of going.

Attendees were able to ask questions and interact with

Niall in a casual environment while attending the webinar

in the comfort of their own homes. 

 

Thanks go to Niall for hosting the seminar and giving us

even more insight into what we are endeavoring to

achieve when training our horses. Thank you also to

Regula for putting together the presentation and adding

valuable input. Also, thanks to Caroline for providing

some of the very descriptive images. 
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Correct Way of Going  

               Niall Quirk 



Motivation and
Emotion in a Time
of Lockdown

Many of us have been forced into having some time

off riding, with an unplanned six week (and

counting) break from competitions and training, as

well as a strange feeling of detachment from normal

life. 

 

After Sarah Arnot's inspirational webinar, we wanted

to share one of her articles on making sense of your

motivation (or lack thereof) and emotions during

lockdown. Click here for her advice on how to face

your fears and understand your mental space during

lockdown.
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Feedback From The
Webinars So Far

"Thank you so much Elena,
your presentation was
amazing!!! I have a lot to
think about and focus on
when I ride"

"Thank you Vybrant, and
thank you Sarah, this was
inspirational - and lots of
time to digest this in lock
down!"

"Super presentation -
thank you, Sue!"

"Thanks so much to Caroline
and Sue, very
positive for judges and a
great help for the riders. Such
helpful information!"

"This initiative is absolutely
amazing. Thanks for
everybody that has made
this possible and to
Vybrant."

"Super excited about the
growing equestrian
community of South Africa.
With the right
knowledge on our and our
horses side! Thank you all."

https://www.vybrant.co.za/Website%20Documents/Vybrant%20Dressage/2020/Sarah%20Arnot/Motivation%20and%20emotion%20in%20a%20time%20of%20lockdown.pdf
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Tell us about your horses?
I have 3 of the most incredible horses EVER. Principal Leonardo Da Vinci is 21 going on 3. He's in

retirement but gave me an incredible ride right up to PSG.

 

Then I have Compton House Status Quo. What can I say? He's a Men's Health model with an ego

the size of Africa. He's a bit stallion-like and not easy and is only 16.2hh - the puffed out ego makes

him look 17.3hh sometimes! He's an EM horse nearly ready for Medium, if we could just control the

brain a bit more! 
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And then I have Manor D'or Denozo or Lil D. He's very flashy and very chestnut: a huge drama

queen, and super demanding but my word, what a talent! He is breathtaking to ride and always

willing to learn. He's been small tour for about a year and has started training medium tour

movements...but the rider needs more lessons! Praying for coaching to be allowed soon! 

 

If you're not riding or saddle fitting, where will we find you?

Wow, free time? What's that?! I don't sit still for long unless there's champagne and friends, and

although my daughter Taya keeps me busy I need to get out of Joburg to take time out. If I'm

here, the horses keep me sane! I do love to go and watch Taya ride and love her pony though!

 

What three words describe you best? 

My best friend says loyal, sparkly, and loves everyone....that's pretty good!
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Meet Robyn
Andrews 

Read on to find out more
about the woman behind the
saddle fitting!
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Why do you love Dressage? 
Why would you not?! I did showjump a little as a Junior but I rode the SA lippis for a while and

watching the senior riders train at that time opened my heart and mind to dressage. I've always loved

dancing and am in awe of dancers. And I'm a bit of a perfectionist...so it makes sense!

 

Who has been most influential in your riding career?
Shew, I've been really fortunate. I trained with Jennie Loriston-Clarke in the UK after school, then

came back and joined the lippis and benefited from training with Marianne Conlyn and Karen Keller

as well as Andreas Hausberger from the Spanish Riding School. Then I became the competitive rider

for H&R Dressage headed by Simone Howarth who has been incredible. AND who can forget Niall

Quirk who has completely revolutionised my riding and training. So you can see, it takes a lifetime of

learning and training to find out what works for you! 

 

Your earliest memory of horses?
I grew up on a farm in White River with two farm ponies. I had never ridden despite begging until I

was about 11 when a vet visited, threw me on top of one (and my brother on the other) and smacked

them. They bolted, I stuck on and loved every minute, and my Dad caved in and got me lessons! 

 

Honestly, how much banana bread have you baked in lockdown? 

I hate bananas! Slimy! But I've made biscuits, cupcakes, cinnabons, milk tart...if riding and saddle

fitting don't work out there's always a cafe. It'll just have to serve champagne with every cake!

 

Your lockdown movie/TV series 

recommendation?

 

 
 

 

I'm not a huge TV addict and I'll be

honest...I don't even have Netflix. I know!

I will get it and start a Netflix binge one

day. I've been watching this series Little

Fires Everywhere and I'm in deep

now...give it a watch!

 



Rider Fitness At
Home

With gyms closed, riding still off the cards (at

the time of writing!) for those who don't have

their horses at home, and exercise only allowed

from 6-9am, many of us are attempting to ramp

up our exercise at home. 

 

For riders, core strength and flexibility are key

to improving your performance in the saddle.

Fitness coach, dancer, and rider Candice Kent

has kindly put together three exercises and three

stretches designed specifically for riders. You

can do them all at home, and you'll see a

difference in your riding in no time!

 

Watch the video here.
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Thanks for reading! 
 

https://youtu.be/im05GHCjRZM

